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A WWF GLOBAL INITIATIVE WITH BUSINESS

CLIMATE SAVERS

DEFENSORES DO CLIMA

  FACT SHEET  2018

MONDI JOINS WWF’S CLIMATE SAVERS BUSINESS 

LEADERSHIP PROGRAMME
Mondi is a global leader in packaging and paper, employing around 26,000 people in over 30 
countries. It is fully integrated across the packaging and paper value chain – from managing 
forests and producing pulp, paper and flexible plastics, to developing and manufacturing 
effective industrial and consumer packaging solutions.

MONDI’S WWF CLIMATE SAVERS 

COMMITMENTS ARE:

● Reduce scope 1 and 2 emissions: Mondi
commits to reduce production-related,
absolute and relative scope 1 and 2
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as its
contribution to keep global warming below
two degrees. This requires a reduction of
specific production-related GHG emissions
to 0.25 tonnes CO2e per tonne of saleable
production by 2050. The decarbonization
pathway for Mondi’s GHG reduction target
has been calculated using the Sectoral
Decarbonization Approach, a methodology
developed by the Science Based Targets
initiative (SBTi).

● Reduce scope 3 emissions:
Mondi commits to improve data collection for
its indirect GHG emissions along the value
chain (scope 3 emissions) and to set
ambitious reduction targets in the field of its
supply chain and transport of raw materials
and products.

● Increase renewable energy:
Mondi will investigate opportunities to
increase renewable energy in a sustainable
way and implement them where feasible.

● Be an agent of change:
Mondi will work actively to positively
influence the paper and packaging industry
to commit to keeping production-related
greenhouse gas emissions in line with the
international target to stay well below 2°C
temperature increase.

“As a global player in the packaging and paper 

industry, we are part of an energy intensive 

sector. We’ve managed to reduce our specific 

CO2 emissions by 38% since 2004 by focusing 

on operational and energy efficiencies. We 

joined the WWF Climate Savers programme 

to reinforce our long-standing commitment to 

climate change mitigation and demonstrate 

that using energy efficiently is not only 

necessary for the environment, but also good 

for business.”

Peter Oswald

Chief Executive Officer 

Mondi Group
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HOW MONDI WILL FIGHT CLIMATE 

CHANGE  

Mondi’s main responses to climate 
change focus on improving energy 
efficiency, replacing fossil fuels with 
renewable energy, sustainably 
managing its forests and associated 
ecosystems, and sourcing its raw 
materials responsibly. Mondi is also 
active in developing packaging and 
paper products that help its customers 
and consumers reduce their own 
carbon footprint.

MONDI’S ACHIEVEMENTS 

Since 2004, Mondi has undertaken 
significant investments in modernising 
its operations, increasing energy 
efficiency and replacing fossil fuels with 
renewables where feasible. As of the 
end of 2017, Mondi had successfully 
reduced its specific GHG emissions by 
38%, increased renewable energy use 
from 49% to 65%, and increased 
electricity self-sufficiency by 30% 
against a 2004 baseline. In 2016, 
Mondi joined the We Mean Business 
Coalition and signed up to its 
Responsible Corporate Engagement in 
Climate Policy initiative. 

WWF & MONDI: PARTNERS IN 

RESPONSIBLE FORESTRY, PACKAGING 

AND PAPER PRODUCTION

Mondi’s participation in the WWF 
Climate Savers programme is an 
extension of a global strategic 
partnership between Mondi and WWF 
that started in 2014. The partnership 
focuses on promoting environmental 
stewardship in the packaging and 
paper sector. 

More information: 
www.panda.org/mondipartnership      

ABOUT THE WWF CLIMATE SAVERS 

PROGRAMME

The Climate Savers Programme is 
WWF’s global platform to engage 
businesses and industries on climate 
and energy. The intention of the 
programme is to inspire a change in 
thinking about climate solutions in 
companies and encourage them to 
transform themselves into low-carbon 
leaders, acting as agents of change 
within their sphere of influence.

For more information: 
http://climatesavers.org/ 

0.25
tonnes CO2e per tonne of 
saleable production by 2050

38%
reduction of specific
GHG emissions between
2004 and 2017

65%
renewable fuels used
in pulp and paper
operations in 2017




